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WHAT’S WORKING? 
 CSSP is supporting Early Childhood LINC – a learning an innovation network that includes 10 

communities from Vermont to Louisiana where leaders are seeking to fuel learning and 
innovation, building and sharing knowledge, and developing opportunities for local, state and 
federal policymakers to accelerate strategies that improve results for kids and families. 

 Alameda County uses a results-focused, continuous improvement approach to strengthen early 
childhood systems & promote equity by disaggregating data to ID racial & geographic disparities.

 United Way of Salt Lake worked with Goldman Sachs and J.B. Pritzker to implement a Social 
Impact Bond to increase public funding in preschool and scale programs to reach 1,000 more 
kids. This approached enabled UWSL to keep everyone focused on the end result and not get 
distracted by program reports, fund distribution, and/or politics and the newly enrolled kids 
significantly outperformed low-income children who were not enrolled.  

 Preschool Promise by STRIVE Cradle to Career in Cincinnati was a successful campaign to scale 
up a program providing children w/ 2 years of quality preschool. In last fall’s vote, it receive 62% 
of the vote, making the program universal and also increasing the quality of programs. 

 Green & Healthy Homes Initiative did actuarial analysis about proactive approach to address 
environmental issues (mold, mildew, lead and energy efficiency) to achieve long-term cost 
savings in hospitalization, missed work, school outcomes and family stability.  

 WHAT’S CHALLENGING? 
 Sometimes people “fall in love with innovation,” but the focus needs to be on the results and 

how innovative approaches can get us to those results faster.  
 There is not enough rigor, data analysis and independent analysis in the nonprofit sector.  
 These approaches to financing are complex, making it hard to explain them accurately in the 

amount of time you have to make your case with policymakers and leaders. 
 We are facing the threat of big cuts to key programs – Medicaid, EITC, housing supports, 

etc.—that will impact child outcomes, but funding advocacy is challenging.  
 Funders are good at funding programs, but funding partnerships, data/evaluation policy 

advocacy, community organizing, innovation and scale are new/challenging – but critical. 
 Funders focus on programmatic grants, but that is just 5% of funding. They should engage w/ 

colleagues who manage the investment portfolio to leverage their efforts for social impacts. 
 Sometimes we let a focus on programs interfere with systems and outcomes. Benefits from 

the expansion of home visiting were limited by tight restrictions on eligibility 
 When seeking returns on investment, it can be challenging when success is defined by cradle 

to career approach – a 2- year timeline. Have to identify milestones along that continuum. 

WHAT’S NEEDED 
 People who guide systems from within and advocates seeking to influence systems 

need to think broadly, understand the various funding streams (including public and 
private streams), explore the potential of results based financing, and need integrate 
work across systems to support children and families as they move through them.  

 When using Pay for Success model and other innovative financing, embed it in a 
systems approach so you can progress towards solving underlying issues. Focus 
investments on changing systems – like the Help Me Grow model.  

 Get nonprofit hospitals to use community benefit funds to support evidence-based 
ways to lower chronic disease, keep kids healthy & improve education outcomes 

 Partnership is critical. You cannot solve these issues alone. 
 Funders need to invest in helping programs capture and analyze data/evaluation – 

and use funder “bully-pulpit” to increase access to pubic data.  
 Policy advocacy is critical. Lead reduction was a result of advocacy.  
 Engage state leaders on the frontend b/c they have much to gain in cost-savings and 

credit ratings from successful programs.   
 Need to bring together cross-sector stakeholders 
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 Pie analogy for types of innovative financing:  making the pie bigger by creating new 
funding sources; eating someone else’s pie by redirecting other funding sources; making a 
better pie by leveraging private resources to demonstrate effectiveness in order to tap 
public resources in the long-term; making a bigger, better pie that at some point belonged 
to someone else through public-private partnerships to build human capital and 
infrastructure.  

 Funder roles include philanthropic grants, program-related investments, impact 
investments, and return-seeking investments 

 Funders need to think about financing broadly and with a focus on the long-term. There is 
no silver bullet approach. 

 When programs are pushed to demonstrate an economic return, it improves quality and 
adds value to the work and its impact on the community.  

 Every Child Capital in Cincinnati has a $4M fund and is working on another deal to provide 
prenatal care, home visiting, and other interventions to support healthy birth outcomes, 
school readiness, leading to GLR, with the goal of the state paying after it demonstrates 
results.  


